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Are   you   feeling   left   out?      Maybe   it   is 
time   to   shake   things   up   and   really 

change   the   way   you   do   things! 
 

 

Have you sat at a table in a room of people and                       

felt as if you were the only one in the room?                     

Or even tougher, have you sat at a table full                   

of people and not one person even             

acknowledges   you   are   there? 

 

Does it seem as though when you talk that                 

people just act like they are listening to be                 

polite, but they are not really hearing what you                 

saying? 

 

Why do you think that these questions may be                 

true of you? What can be done? What are the                   

steps to changing these scenarios? Well, it             

seems that to accomplish a change in this               

pattern, one must be working on becoming             

interesting.  
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My   Story   .   .   .  
I have been down the road of feeling like I am the only one in the                               

room, when the room is full of people. It began in grade school when I                             

befriended a lonely girl who was not popular and after while she found                         

new friends and I was left alone again. Since then, I have been seeking                           

the answer to help myself and others overcome the challenge of being                       

left   out   or   not   heard.         Not   many   people   like   to   be   in   this   place…… 

           Rosanna   Boersma 

 

When it was recommended to me to co-author white paper with my                       

mom, I did not see the value doing this. I don’t even like to read, why                               

would I write anything. It was communicated very clearly to me that I                         

could earn more money, while working less hours, have less stress and                       

gain more life balance as a result of writing this white paper . . . I was                                 

in! I am 26 years old and just recently got married and I realize that                             

if I’m more interesting I will attract more people to both my amazing                         

wife   and   myself   and   that   will   be   good   for   both   of   our   businesses.   

     Jonathan   Boersma 
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My   Story   .   .   .  
What’s your story? Did you know that your story is a most interesting story? Did you                
know that of the 7+ billion people on the planet, that you are unique . . . there isn’t one                    
other   person   on   the   planet   just   like   you   .   .   .   or   even   close   to   you?      Did   you   know   that?  
 
Here is an amazing video on the vast universe . . . both humbling from how small each                  
of   us   are   AND   empowering   to   know   how   special   we   are. 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wsJaH7IRPc4 
 
We’re often taught from childhood to have a false sense of humility or we’re taught that                
we’re amazing, even if we don’t work at being the best of who we really are. Writing this                  
white paper has changed our lives forever and we hope it will do the same for you as                  
well. 
 
Pay   It   Forward   .   .   .   and   share   this   with   everyone   you   know. 
 
Jonathan   .   .   .  
I am a 26 year old, homeschooled and not very much into            
formal education. I own my own company, have traveled         
around the country, been in TV, produced movies and am          
married to the most amazing women in the world. One of           
the things I enjoy thoroughly is creating my own costumes          
and playing that character. My favorite character I play is          
Captain   Jack   Sparrow   from   Pirates   of   the   Caribbean.  
 
Why?  
 
It   makes   me   interesting!      I’m   like   an   instant   rock   star   anywhere   I   go.  
 
There are many other things that make me interesting but that seems to be the one that                 
draws   the   most   attention   to   me   and   I   enjoy   it   a   great   deal. 
 
My challenge has been in how to take those things which are most interesting about me                
and how to turn those into a business and/or earning more money, working less hours,               
having   less   stress   and   improving   my   life   balance.  
 
My goal is to help inspire others to learn how to be interesting and how to help take all                   
those   interesting   things,   discover   one’s   life   vision   and   then   live   it   every   day! 
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Step   1:      Discover   My   Life   Vision 
                                           www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Discover-My-Life-Vision 
 
Rosanna   .   .   .  
It has taken me over a year to write this white paper, I think in part, because I don’t                   
honestly see myself as interesting. I’m in my early 50’s and entering a new season of                
my life and with my husband of 32 years, we’re looking deep inside of me . . . and I’m                    
realizing   that   I   do   want   to   be   interesting.  
 
Why?  
 
I’m   not   sure   actually?   
 
I see how interesting each of my seven children are. I see how interesting my two                
grandsons are. I see how interesting my husband who is an international speaker and              
author, with a massive life vision is . . . but I don’t see that I’m that interesting. When I                    
posed this to a Coffee Connection group  www.MyCoffeeConnection.org , my husband          
just   smiled.  
 
He later shared with me, that of all the worldwide leaders, those in the White House he                 
met, all the amazing, successful, influential and affluent people in the world . . . I was                 
the most interesting. That was cute and it meant a lot to me by maybe like he or I                   
sharing with our four daughters how attractive each one of them are. I think . . . that                  
maybe those who are closest to us, we don’t always trust what they see to be true and                  
that’s   really   a   shame   when   we   think   about   it   .   .   .   but   it   is   what   it   is.      :-) 
 
As I reflect into earlier seasons of my life, married at 19, going to college, starting                
companies with my husband and have seven children, there were things which are most              
interesting about me, and I didn’t really realize it. All seven of the children were 14 and                 
under, that made me very interesting, everywhere I went. The attention I / we received               
was   very   powerful   and   felt   good.  
 
Why am I writing this white paper which will probably turn into a book, then seminars                
and events all around the world? Hmmmm, I think . . . it’s because . . . at the deepest                    
part of my heart and soul as a woman, wife and mother, I desire to leave a legacy not                   
only for my own children, but for women and children . . . and men too :-), all around the                    
world. I’m starting, maybe for the first time in life, to realize, at a deep level that it’s not                   
all about me or my children or my grandchildren, but it’s about something much larger               
than myself and I hope to discover that more deeply for myself and I trust that you will                  
do   this   for   you   as   well   as   those   around   you.  
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This white paper will potentially be most confusing as we’ve decided to blend both a               
young 26 year old man with his mom who is precisely twice his age. In so many ways                  
we are so very different in age, gender and life’s experiences . . . but are we? We will                   
refer   to   son   as   Jonathan   and   then   mother   as   Rosanna.  
 
As a mother, I have never really had to earn any money to support the family so when                  
my son said he would really like to earn money as a result of this white paper, I really                   
had   no   idea   how   to   make   this   happen.  
 
My husband and I a few months ago started to seek to help me to help single moms                  
and women who needed to learn how to earn money to do so. How can I turn my God                   
given gifts into money? How do I help my son do the same thing? How do I help others                   
do   the   same   thing? 
 
We decide that we would set a goal of four international community focused trips a year                
and that I would be responsible for raising money for all of those and the causes we and                  
others in our networks are interested in. With the help of my husband, my seven               
children and so many other amazing people in the Legacy Partner network have             
decided to partner up with Life Masteries Institute, a 501c3 non profit organization to              
help people overcome their biggest challenges / problems and raise money for great             
causes.  
 
www.PersonalityMasteries.com/Coaching 
 
So . . . did you follow through with discovering your Life Vision, Step 1? Believe it or                  
not, one of the most powerful things in being interesting is to  DO WHAT WE SAY                
WE WILL DO! It’s common sense but into today’s world so very few people do what                
they   say   they   will   do.  
 
My husband’s life vision is . . .  “To touch every single person in the world,                
one person at a time, make a huge difference in every area of their              
life,   in   a   fun   and   exciting   way.”   
 
Having a  CLEAR LIFE VISION , is another way to be interesting. I’ve also noticed              
that having it written down and the larger the life vision and unique it is, the more                 
interesting we become. If we’ve done the Step 1, assignment then we’ll have an oval               
with all our passions around the circle. Did you know . . . that of the 7+ billion people on                    
the planet that, just like your fingerprint is totally unique, so are all the passions you                
have.      We   are   all   unique   .   .   .   we   are   all   interesting.      We   just   need   to   discover   it.  
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Our    UNIQUE   PASSIONS    make   us   very   interesting!  
 
As I’ve mentored younger mothers, I’ve noticed that mothers are actually very self             
centered and selfish and don’t even know it. Why? We are told how loving we are, how                 
hard working we are, and how amazing we are . . . Why? . . . because we love our                    
children. Hmmmm, that’s probably built in us as women . . . at least until they become                 
teenagers.      :-)  
 
Learning to  SEE & SPEAK THE TRUTH even if it doesn’t put us in a good light                 
is very powerful and interesting to people. We live in a society where we’re trained and                
conditioned from birth to not share the truth out of fear we’ll offend someone or that we’ll                 
be   called   a   name.  
 
Do we  SEE THINGS that others don’t see and  THINK IN WAYS that others              
don’t think? That makes us very interesting. After my husband’s father died and then              
his mother died ten months later . . . he walked into the kitchen a few hours after he                   
heard the news and one of my children and I were in the kitchen we asked him how he                   
was   doing. 
 
He got the most serious look on his face and started sharing his deepest feelings in                
such a way that was so very funny that I and my daughter started laughing. We felt so                  
bad and she got this most pathetic little boy look on his face. It was just strange! Don’t                  
be   as   interesting   as   he   is   or   you   might   end   up   being   institutionalized.  
 
Seriously though . . . husband, Mark sees things that others don’t see, thinks in ways                
that others don’t think and people find him to be most interesting. Mark coauthored a               
book with Tom Kunz, most recent past President of the largest real estate franchise in               
the world and my husband would share how Tom would  SAY CRAZY THINGS to              
grab people’s attention and then pause for three seconds and then say . . . “What I                 
mean   by   that   .   .   .”      and   go   onto   explain   what   he   meant   after   he   has   someone’s   attention.  
 
Mark will say crazy things like “I love death” and then he pauses and goes onto say                 
“Because it wakes everyone up. It seems like people are always asleep and don’t              
realize   the   significance   of   life   and   vision   and   really   living   up   to   our   full   potential.”  
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So   .   .   .   let’s   just   do   a   review.      How   are   we   doing   in   being   more   interesting.      Are   we   .   .   . 
 

DO   WHAT   WE   SAY   WE   WILL   DO!       //    CLEAR   LIFE   VISION ,  
UNIQUE   PASSIONS    //    SEE   &   SPEAK   THE   TRUTH  

SEE   THINGS    //    THINK   IN   WAYS       //       SAY   CRAZY   THINGS 
 
As a young man, I learned at an early age, some things which caused me to be                 
interesting. I learned that being an international speaker and author was very cool and              
got me attention. I learned that going over to Africa at the age of 13 was interesting as                  
a speaker. I learned that I loved technology and that I could do video editing other cool                 
things   with   technology   would   that   would   draw   people   to   me.  
 
I learned that when  I BRING VALUE TO OTHERS that others find me very              
interesting.  
 
I learned that being home schooled and being part of a large family was interesting to                
people and that when  I’M INTERESTED IN OTHERS that others will find me             
interesting.  
 
I find when I  THINK DIFFERENTLY that people find me most interesting. It             
seems that we all tend to want to think and be accepted by the masses and then we                  
wonder why we aren’t interesting. We’re like everyone else and that’s just not             
interesting.  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Thinking-Differently 
 
My dad is fond of saying “If the  TRUTH  hurts, it was meant to hurt and the more it                   
hurts the more truth there probably is to what is shared. My great grandpa Boersma               
shared “When someone shares something with you, there is some amount of truth to it,               
it could be 1% to 99%, it’s your responsibility to discern and fix what needs to be fixed.                  
People who are defensive aren’t very smart and will continue to stay not so smart as                
people around them will learn not to share anything with them. Be interesting and              
embrace   the   truth   even   if   it   hurts.  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/Video-Trailer-Library/Truth 
 
Check out this book “The Art Of The Seduction Of The Masses” that my 15 year old                 
brother   wrote.      We’re   enslaved   because   of   our   choices.  
www.ChangeEducationToday.org 
 
I agree with my mom in that  SEE is important. I would add  THINK  and  DO . Tom                 
Kunz shared that most people are quick start, stop quickly and those who are slow to start are                  
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slow to stop. Tom shared we should be  QUICK TO START AND SLOW TO              
STOP .       That   is   interesting   because   being    UNUSUAL    is   interesting.  
 
Over the last few years, I’ve learned some really hard lessons in being interesting. I’ve               
learned that drinking and partying is interesting in the short term and interesting for              
people   who   may   not   be   good   for   you.  
 
 
Being  TRANSPARENT & VULNERABLE is MOST interesting as very few          
people are like that. A couple of years ago I received a DUI in Utah and that has cost                   
me   over   $10,000   and   so   much   time.  
 
Learn  LESSON THE FIRST TIME as most people, it seems do not and I’ve              
found   that   as   we   get   older   the   price   for   lessons   becomes   much   harder.  
 
Be  HUMBLE  and  THANKFUL to those who have given us so much. Realize that              
if we had what other people have, we very well might just do what they do. I realized                  
after my DUI that if I didn’t have my own company that my mom and dad helped me                  
start that I would very likely have spun downward until I very likely could have lost my                 
life.  
 
Have a  HEART FOR OTHERS . I desire to help young men especially in the inner               
city to see success and be given second chances as I have. I realize that some of my                  
best business partners, in the near future will come from past gang members. I make a                
mistake and I get a chance to give it another try. I fail and I get another chance. In a                    
gang,   in   the   inner   city,   I   realize   that,   they   make   a   mistake,   they   can   lose   their   lives.  
 

MORE   TO   COME   .   .   .  
If you’re interested in more please email Rosanna Boersma,  rboersma88@gmail.com and           
let   us   know: 
         1.   What   I   learned 
         2.   What   action   I   will   take   from   what   I   learned 
         3.   What   I   need   to   learn   next 
 
As more people respond we will develop more “Be Interesting”          
resources, materials, courses and tools to assist you be         
interesting . . . which will help you earn more money, work less             
hours   and   overcome   your   biggest   challenges.  
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Phase   1 
      1.      Identify   Topics   &   Cool   -   Sexy   -   Interesting   Name 

Influence   /   Leadership   .   .   .    The   Magic   To   Mutual   Success! 
 

      2.      3   to   5   Major   Areas 
 
      3.      Flesh   out   sub   details 
 
      4.      Create   a   great   graphic 
“A   picture   is   worth   a   thousand   words.”      Dimensional 
Thinking   has   different   levels   and   one   of   the   highest 
levels   for   learning   is   having   the   ability   to   visually   map 
represent   things   that   we   have   discovered. 
 
Lowest   Level    -   Don’t   read   /   learn 
-   Read   and   learn   from   experts   which   make   it   easy 
-   Learn   together   in   a   mastermind   group   format 
-   Journal 
-   Write   for   benefit   of   others 
-   Simplify   and   put   into   pictures   /   graphics 
-   Write   and   speak   for   the   masses 
Highest   Level    -   Learn   from   everyone,   at   any   time, 
and   then   drive   that   through   global   application   for   the 
benefit   of   others   AND   get   others   to   take   one’s   IP, 
build   and   expand   on   it   and   share   it   with   world. 
  
 
Phase   2 
      5.      1   page   summary   -   199   Words 
 

=============================================================== 
  

      6.      White   paper 
Here   is   a   thought   .   .   .   “People   seem   to   want   to   gain   deep   understanding   and   wisdom 
without   having   to   do   the   hard   work   to   earn   it?”      Learning   to   discipline   ourselves   is   like   a 
muscle   that   we   must   work   hard.      When   we   work   hard,   maybe   years,   maybe   decades,   to 
gain   masteries   not   only   do   we   gain   the   knowledge   from   all   that   we   do,   but   we   move   to   a 
new   dimension,   a   new   level   of   understanding   which   not   only   gives   us   the   gift   from   our 
work   but   also   gives   us   the   gift   of   valuing   the   work   that   others   do. 
-   SEE   BELOW   -   Page   12   to   end   -  
 
      7.      Lead   Mastermind   Group 
                     -   Wednesday   5   pm   (ct)   -    http://dnaforsuccess.com/industries/associations-chambers/ 
 
      8.      7   Week   course 
                     1.  
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Phase   3 
      9.      ActionVision   Coaching   Worksheet 
                     ActionVision   Certified   consultants   will   develop   these. 
 
10.      Seminar 
                     Legacy   Partners   and   Kids   At   Risk   will   help   develop   worldwide   events. 
 
11.      Workshops 
                     Legacy   Partners   and   Kids   At   Risk   will   help   develop   worldwide   events. 
 
12.      Consulting 
                     Legacy   Partners   will   use   this   IP   along   with   ActionVision   coaching   for   coaching   /   consulting.  
 

Phase   4 
13.      Write   a   book 
                     The   three   top   Legacy   Partners   who   use   this   IP   in   most   effective   way   will   co-author   book. 
 
14.      Become   international   speaker   /   author 
                        A   certification   program   will   provide   individuals   with   opportunities   to   speak   around   the   world. 
 
15.      TV   /   Radio 
                     Certified   individuals   will   spread   the   message   -   vision   -   insight   around   the   world   to   help 
others. 
 
16.      Distribution 
                     Will   occur   through   Life   Masteries   Institute   /   Legacy   Partners   around   the   world. 
 
17.      Legacy 

This   entire   program   /   system   will   integrate   individuals   IP   and   empower   people   around   the 
world   to   think   in   a   very   different   way. 
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Author   of   IP:    Rosanna   Boersma 
Leadership   Core   Team 
 
 

Weekly   Meeting   Time   -   Monday   6:30   pm   to   7:00   pm   (et)  
857.232.0155   -   Code:   473678   //   webinar   access:    www.RavingFan.net 
 
In   which   we   tell   you   that   .   .   .  
Chapter   1:   You're   special   and   have   great   potential. 
Chapter   2:   That   hard   work   can   be   fun! 
Chapter   3:   You're   not   special,   in   a   fairly   offensive   manner. 
Chapter   4:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    hard,   and   how   to   develop   vision 
Chapter   5:   You'll   have   a   long   wait   to   realize   your   goals 
Chapter   6:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    smarter    not   harder 
 
 
Chapter   Overview 

Chapter   1:   You're   special   and   have   great   potential. 
Chapter   2:   That   hard   work   can   be   fun! 
Chapter   3:   You're   not   special,   in   a   fairly   offensive   manner. 
Chapter   4:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    hard,   and   how   to   develop   vision 
Chapter   5:   You'll   have   a   long   wait   to   realize   your   goals 
Chapter   6:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    smarter    not   harder 
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Key   Point   Overview 

Chapter   1:   You're   special   and   have   great   potential. 
● 1.   Why   the   amiable   enjoys   this? 
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   2:   That   hard   work   can   be   fun! 

● 1.   Why   the   expressive   enjoys   this? 
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   3:   You're   not   special,   in   a   fairly   offensive   manner. 

● 1.   Why   the   driver   enjoys   this? 
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   4:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    hard,   and   how   to   develop   vision 

● 1   Why   the   analytic   enjoys   this? 
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   5:   You'll   have   a   long   wait   to   realize   your   goals 

● 1   Why   nobody   enjoys   this... 
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   6:   You're   going   to   have   to   work    smarter    not   harder 

● 1 
● 2 
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● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
Chapter   7:   You’ll   have   to   have   a   plan,   and   execute   systematically   on   that   plan 

● 1  
● 2 
● 3 
● 4 
● 5 

 
 
 

1.   Topic: Influence   &   Leadership 
2.   Why   I   chose   my   topic.      The   “Why.” Required   to   achieve   my   Life   Vision. 
3.   What   I   have   learned   in   one   short   sentence. This may be one of the most challenging        

things I have ever learned and it will        
probably   be   lifetime   pursuit. 

4.   3   Key   Words   or   concepts Integrity   -   Hard   Work   -   3   D’s 
5.   Benefits   I   have   received. Learning   leadership   at   a   much   deeper   level. 
6.   Actions   I   will   take. Share this with as many people as       

possible. 
7.   I   encourage   others   to   SEE   -   THINK   and   DO. When we think, immediately realize that      

there is a better way to think and pursue         
that   way   of   thinking.  
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Mark   Boersma,   international   speaker   and   author,   has   invested   over   30 
years   into   the   study   of   gaining   influence   and   being   a   great   leader.      This 
project   is   a   gift   from   Mark   to   others   to   assist   individuals   learn   and   grow 
from   Mark’s   three   decades   of   massive   hard   work   in   this   area. 

- More   about   Mark   .   .   .     www.DNAforSuccess.com/mastermind-profiles/mark-boersma/ 

 
If you benefit . . .  from the decades of experience and hard work, which has                
been condensed down into the following few pages, Mark would request that you make              
a contribution to the Kids At Risk project. Mark would challenge you to give what you                
can on a consistent basis for as long as you benefit from what is shared in the following                  
pages. Think of this as a Pay It Forward . . . and what              
you’ll gain in return is far more benefit personally than          
what you give to others.  Even $5 a week will make a            
huge benefit! Scroll down the page and select the         
amount you are able to contribute and the amount of value           
you   would   like   to   receive.  
www.DNAforSuccess.com/mastermind-groups/kids-at-risk/ 

This leadership project is actually a      
cumulation of almost 30 years of effort to        
master   the   art   of   leadership.  
 

If you are not familiar with the BOS -         
Business Operating System which    
consists of the DNA  for PEOPLE, DNA       
for BUSINESS and the DNA  for LIFE,       
please connect with the individual     
you passed this along to you OR       
you please call 888.230.2300, or     
outside   the   US   call   630.393.9909.  
 
Without strong leadership, we will     
not achieve our own full potential /       
life vision and will not have the       
ability   to   help   others   do   so. 
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3   D’s 
Disciplined   PEOPLE   -   THINKERS   -   DOING 

 
It’s interesting to me how lazy most people seem to be. People do not seem to be willing to                   
work hard at something over the long term. Seems like people want to gain the benefit which                 
comes   from   hard   work,   but   don’t   want   to   do   the   hard   work.  
 

(Rosanna) 
BE   INTERESTING 

 
 
 

                           (Randy)    (Scott)   T&T 
                            M&M   IP                          Thankful   &   Truth 
Master   &   Monetize  

 
 
 
               (Paul)                               (Chris)                            (Kevin) 
   LIFELONG                 INFLUENCE                                      BIG 
    LEARNER                -   Leadership   -                       PICTURE 
   -   Curious   -   Tyler  
(Great   Questions) 
 

                     (Dawn)                      (Josh   C.) 
COMMITMENT                 Work   Hard 

                                                            -   3   D’s   -  
 
 

(Wendy) 
DEEP   LISTENING  

 
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE:  Each of the above topics connects in and is a part of influence /                
leadership. Reading this working / white paper is just the beginning. Drilling into what              
others have / are learning will take us on a journey which will give us more influence                 
than we ever thought possible. Learning to choose a word of our choice that we desire                
to have a deep understanding of and connecting it back into influence will take our lives                
beyond ourselves and expand our influence worldwide and will leave a legacy. Choose             
a word, join a mastermind group and then take that one word of interest and apply the                 
17 Steps and our influence will grow as we’ll discover new and exciting truths which               
actually   can   not   be   found   on   the   internet   .   .   .   believe   it   or   not.      :-)   
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Step   1:      30   Minute   Strategy   Session   -   Examination   (14   minutes)  
http://thevisionproject.net/LP_30min.htm 
Learning how to ask a series of precise questions in 14 minutes to anyone in the world to                  
determine their personality, needs, wants, coachability . . . and a lot more and then in 16                 
minutes help them to KNOW - LIKE and TRUST us to where we can help them change their                  
lives   forever   is   a   key   to   INFLUENCE   /   LEADERSHIP.  
 
Step   2:      Solution   (16   minutes)  
http://dnaforsuccess.com/solutions/    &    http://personalitymasteries.com/ 
To be a great leader we need to develop the skills of understanding how, in 16 minutes to give                   
individuals a solution which will change their lives forever. To do this we MUST master               
Personality Masteries (DNA  for PEOPLE), The 5/30 Grid (DNA  for BUSINESS) and Natural             
Laws (DNA  for LIFE). We know if we’re a great leader based on how many people take action                  
with   your   recommendations   and   then   see   success. 
 
Step   3:      Implementation 
http://dnaforsuccess.com/implementation/ 
Probably the hardest job for any leader is learning how get those we’re leading to follow through                 
with the best solution for their business / their lives. Often the best solution for someone                
actually does not help us as a leader and does not give us back time or money . . . INITIALLY.                     
Having the right systems and Profitable Partnerships in place is critical to our ability, as a great                 
leader to assisting those we are leading to take action, to implement their “ NEXT BEST STEP”                
to   success.  
 
 
Great   book   to   read.      Interesting   insights   on   direct   leadership   and   overcoming   defensiveness. 
http://www.synergytools.net/includes/mtr/training/flash.asp?filename=151005_Mon_10_00_LP_PM.swf 
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Books   which   have   influenced   my   thinking   on   leadership   .   .   .  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1T4FIuaSmAqRYSq62kjsWbxj3KKT9xvk4anD8uYE4E5k/edit 
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Here   are   some   other   journal   pages   from   Mark. 
wwwTheVisionProject.net/MarkBoersmaJournal.htm 
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White   Paper  
White   Paper’s   Goal 
Assist   individuals,   to   quickly   understand   key   ingredients   to   becoming   a   great   leader   at   at   highest 
level.      Our   goal   is   empower   leaders   to   move   above   “simple”   leadership   and   move   to   the 
dimension   of   building   the   next   generation   of   leaders. 
 
To   gain   a   deeper   understanding   for   all   the   massive   amount   of   work   that   people   have   invested 
into   the   development   of   this   wisdom   it   is   strongly   encouraged   that   you   read   in   detail   each   of   nine 
white   papers   and   supporting   resources   which   help   to   bring   of   the   sub   areas   to   life. 
 
3.      Flesh   out   sub   details 
a.   Disciplined   PEOPLE 
            1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 
            2.   “Interesting 
            3.   “Work   Hard” 
            4.   “Commitment”  
 
b.   Disciplined   THINKERS 
            1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 
            2.   “BIG   Picture” 
            3.   “M&M   -   Master   &   Monetize” 
            4.   “Influence” 
 
c.   Disciplined   DOING 
            1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 
            2.   T&T   -   “Thankful   &   Truth” 
            3.   “Lifelong   Learner”   //   “Curious” 
            4.   “DEEP   Listener” 
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Learning as a leader to develop leaders is something that very few leaders will ever accomplish                
in their lives. Leading people who follow through with the direction of a leader, is one level of                  
leadership. Building and developing leaders who know how to build others is something what              
the   following   insights   will   provide. 
 

a.   Disciplined   PEOPLE 
   1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 

Each of the 4 / 16 / 32 / 64 / 256 / 65,536 personality types require a different type of                     
discipline which all connects back into the 3 D’s and working really hard. To keep things                
simple we’ll stick with the four major personality types. The following is very simple and               
does not take into account the many variations of personality types. Level 1 Personality              
Masteries certification along with other courses is strongly recommended.         
http://personalitymasteries.com/ 
 

Analytic - Is disciplined with numbers, details, seeing the small things that often, but             
not always matter. Lacks discipline in the area of seeing the big picture,             
ignoring   the   details   that   don’t   matter   and   dealing   with   people. 

 
Driver - Is disciplined in seeing the big picture, staying focused and on task in              

achieving the stated goals. Lacks discipline in being patient with people,           
fully considering people and make sure that all the details are covered and             
we’ve   given   things   enough   time   before   we   act. 

 
Expressive - Is disciplined in being focused on people, creating energy, excitement           

and fun for everyone involved. Lacks discipline with details, keeping on           
tasks and not allowing the fun, new ideas and / or energy to overtake              
things. 

 
Amiable - Disciplined in caring for the “small” needs of people and sensing when             

people are upset or uncomfortable. Peace and harmony are things the           
amiable are very focused on. Lacks discipline in drawing boundaries and           
being taken advantage of, manipulating others and being controlling of          
people. Also tends to lack a self awareness so much so that they often              
don’t   see   their   areas   of   lack   of   discipline.  
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   2.   “Interesting” 
Learning to be interesting, as a leader, is important, as it will help to attract people to                 
whatever we are leading. We are given our primary personality type at birth and before               
the age of three as it is fine tuned and developed. Our secondary personality type is in                 
large part developed in our environment. Leaders seem to have to develop the other two               
personality   types   through   hard   work   and   personal   discipline.  
 
Being interesting is in large part, at the core, the ability to be something, in a way very                  
unpredictable. If the most amazing, outgoing, fun and exciting person can become boring             
to people who around them a great deal. It seems . . . that the most interesting person is                   
the one that “Focuses on others rather than themselves.”  (HUMBLE) and “Is a student of               
life   and   people,    (HELPFUL)    always   seeking   to   learn   and   grow.”    (LEARNER) 
 

Would   you   like   more   information   on   being   interesting? 
Rosanna   Boersma   -    rboersma88@gmail.com 
 
 

   3.   “Work   Hard” 
If someone were to ask you “Are you a hard worker?” how would you respond? Most                
people think they work hard as they compare themselves to others around them. If most               
people think they work harder than everyone around them then we have a level of               
delusion. Each of the four different personality types will tend to work hard and be               
disciplined in areas where they naturally enjoy doing things. It’s really kind like learning to               
turn work into something fun. The deep hard worker will tend to work hard in thing they do                  
not   enjoy   or   areas   they   do   not   excel   in. 
 
It’s seems, in life, that to get to our full potential, where we really know where we could and                   
should be, kind of the mountain top experience, we need to learn to have the discipline to                 
work   hard   in   areas   we   aren’t   naturally   good   at   and   in   areas   we   do   not   enjoy.  
 
If you’re thinking . . . “What about focusing in on those things we’re good at and enjoy . . . “                      
hate to say it, but that may be because you are lazy and seeing things that justify those                  
things which are easy for us. While it is true that in the long term we may not continue to                    
do things we do not enjoy doing and/or don’t do things we do well, in the short and                  
midterm we often have to do those things we don’t do well to see greater success in those                  
things we do really well. One of the best benefits of really working hard at those things we                  
don’t do well is that we learn to have the discipline to value at a very deep level people                   
who will, eventually take over things for us in the future and we won’t take them for                 
granted.  
 
Ralph Miller’s mother at 96 years old said “Ralph, the biggest challenge old people have is                
that they get lazy. Ralph shared that when we have a disability or a weakness that it                 
requires   us   to   have   more   discipline.  
 

   Would   you   like   more   information   on   working   hard? 
   Joshua   Collins   -    jcolli04@gmail.com 
   GingerAnne   Collins   -    gingeranne0619@gmail.com 
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   4.   “Commitment”  

Because maybe of BIG everything, which seeks to seduce us into thinking that BIG              
business, government, education and even BIG religion can solve all our problems and             
deludes us into thinking that we are making a larger contribution than we are while often                
compensating us far below what we are truly capable of, we often think we are strong and                 
powerful, when in reality we are not. We are dependent on the BIG around us and                
enslaved   to   this. 
 
If things don’t work out for us, we can leave the BIG and join something else BIG and                  
never learn to commit to even the most important things like marriage, our children and               
friendships.      Things   get   tough   for   us   and   we   quit   and   move   on.  
 
Learning to commit and not give up is a discipline that in today’s society we often do not                  
have. Learning to follow through, when we fill like quitting, when we’ve lost interest, when               
we’ve been hurt, misjudged, taken advantage of, and / or not appreciated is something              
that is greatly missing in our society. Because of the challenges in society which helps to                
produce the people leaders will be working with, leaders of today are required to have               
even   greater   skills   and   disciplines   in   helping   people   to   commit   than   ever   before.  
 

   Would   you   like   more   information   on   commitment? 
   Dawn   Herbik   -    dawn.herbik@me.com 
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b.   Disciplined   THINKERS 
   1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 

Each of the 4 / 16 / 32 / 64 / 256 / 65,536 personality types have a way of THINKING that                      
has helped them to achieve the success they have. The way we think has it’s strengths as                 
well it’s weaknesses. Understanding, at a very deep level, will help us to control the               
energy and gifts that we have, which will prevent us from having our strengths become               
weaknesses. Get certified in Personality Masteries and we’ll change our lives.           
http://personalitymasteries.com/ 
 

Analytic - The strengths the analytic has in how we think is that we will look for a                 
process, a way, the details the steps to accomplish something. We focus            
on details on how to accomplish the tasks and do the right job. The flaw               
often in our thinking is that we miss the big picture and head in the wrong                
direction or we’ll stick with the map and follow a wrong path because that’s              
the plan. Being disciplined as an analytic personality requires us to give            
up a lot of the details, in most of the situations and focus on the big picture.                 
Disciplined thinking is SEE, THINKING and DOING things which may not           
have the data to support the decision. Discipline is learning to trust people             
more and be willing for us and others to make more mistakes . . .               
understanding that those mistakes we know and learn from are far better            
than the mistakes we as analytic personalities often make but no one            
knows,   even   us,   as   the   mistakes   are   in   inaction,   study   and   analysis.  

 
Driver - We as a driver’s will tend to be strong in our thinking as it relates to                 

seeing the big picture and how to get tasks done. When we’re good at              
things more natural and/or we enjoy doing things it really doesn’t take            
discipline to think a certain way as that comes naturally. Disciplined in            
thinking for us as a driver requires us to focus on people more, the              
emotion and feelings of people and details. Disciplined thinking for us           
requires us to understand that the details we don’t think are needed . . .               
often are needed. Disciplined thinking for us requires us to understand           
that going slower and waiting on people often is a faster way to get              
something done, even though it doesn’t feel like it at the time for us.              
Disciplined thinking for us requires us to understand that energy,          
excitement and crazy out of control thinking is often what draws the people             
to   a   project   that   accomplishes   the   global   goals.  

 
Assignment 
If we are the Analytic or Driver (more task focused) personality as a primary or secondary then                 
journal how we will work, as a leader to develop greater disciplines in those areas we are weak                  
and   not   allow   our   strengths   to   become   weaknesses.  
 
If we don’t have the energy / gifts of the analytic / driver personality then study the above and                   
work with the analytic / driver personality types to gain a better appreciation and personal               
discipline to gain these gifts / talents / skills as well as appreciation those around us in a more                   
effective   manner. 
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Expressive - As an expressive personality type we will tend to be naturally disciplined             

in understanding the importance of getting a lot of people together and            
getting people excited and passionate about whatever we are setting out           
to do. That at times, will cause us to get excited about things that we               
shouldn’t   and/or   things   which   have   not   been   thought   out   well. 

. 

Learning to to discipline ourselves in how we think is extremely hard as             
we, like all personality types tend to remember all those times we were not              
disciplined and it worked out well. In addition to that we also tend to forget               
or remember improperly those times we did not think things through or            
brought too much energy, passion and excitement to a situation and it            
didn’t work so well. Being a disciplined thinker as an expressive we need             
to learn to think through things more / allow others to do so, focus more on                
the   tasks,   less   on   fun   and   be   more   patient   with   people   and   situations.  

 
Amiable - We an amiable personality types often have the hardest time being            

disciplined because we’re kind of like a chameleon and will modify our            
personality to those around us. This causes us to often wonder “Who are             
we?” and “What do I think should be done?” rather than just giving into              
others so much. Being disciplined in our thinking as amiable requires us to             
see things about us that we don’t really want to and/or to see ourselves in               
a light that we don’t really like and very few people would see as us.               
Disciplined amiable personality types think / see that we are often selfish,            
manipulative, bitter and don’t show people who we really are. Disciplined           
amiables will think / see that there are many ways to accomplish things             
and treat people and while people often like the way we do things, it’s              
honestly not the best way and we need to be more open minded and less               
stubborn.  

 
Assignment 
If we are the Expressive or Amiable (more focused on people) personality as a primary or                
secondary personality type can journal how we will work, as a leader, to develop greater               
disciplines in those areas we are weak and not allow our strengths to become weaknesses. Be                
more disciplined in our thinking of how to focus more on getting the tasks done and less on how                   
to   make   people   happy   and/or   feeling   good   about   ourselves   and   others.  
 
Learning to be disciplined in our focus on learning from the past and having a vision for the                  
future will help us to have a better present in the future. Hmmm, might need to read this a                   
couple of times to really understand at a deep level what this is saying. :-) We tend to think                   
about “Living in the moment” and/or the short term and fail to learn from our past areas of poor                   
thinking and / or don’t do well in focusing on the future and have the discipline to think about                   
what   we   need   to   do   today   to   create   a   better   tomorrow   for   us   and   those   around   us.  
 
If we don’t have the energy / gifts of the expressive / amiable personality then study the above                  
and work with the expressive / amiable personality types to gain a better appreciation and               
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personal discipline to gain these gifts / talents / skills as well as appreciation those around us in                  
a   more   effective   manner. 
 
 
   2.   “BIG   Picture” 

As a leader we need to learn how to see the BIG PICTURE. The driver personality is                 
probably the most natural at this. The driver personality can often do this as a result of not                  
being “distracted” by people and / or by excitement or fun like the expressive personality               
type. The driver also does not consume energy, time or resources often in looking at the                
details   which   can   bog   things   down.  
 
The driver personality kind of was      
built at their DNA level to SEE the        
future and not be distracted by the       
past like the analytic. To influence      
people, to lead people we can not       
be limited by what has been done in the past or the limiting beliefs, experiences or                
thoughts   which   come   from   our   perceptions   of   post   experiences.  
 
The driver personality sees things how they could be and has the pragmatism and desire               
to achieve a goal which almost requires them to pursue things that no one else can see or                  
believe and / or has ever been done. To achieve our full potential individually as well as a                  
group / team we often need the driver to SEE and cast the vision and then have the                  
expressive personality bring their natural gifts, energy and passion to achieve that vision             
that   really   big   picture   goal.  
 
The driver then can take the millions of ideas the expressive personality type will have and                
then sort out the best, big picture ideas which then get handed to the analytic. The                
analytic then can figure out how to break those best ideas down into specific details and                
map   out   a   plan   which   will   help   everyone   to   know   their   roles.  
 
The amiable energy can then be introduced into the mix which provides a tenacity, a               
stubbornness which is often needed when things get boring (expressive) when thing get             
out of control (driver) and / or when things don’t work the way the plan was laid out the                   
amiable   can   then   pull   it   all   together   and   make   it   all   work.  
 

   Would   you   like   more   information   on   seeing   the   BIG   Picture? 
   Kevin   King   -    kevin@kingvoiceover.com 
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   3.   “M&M   -   Master   &   Monetize” 
Why do people flock to certain leaders? Why do people embrace some leaders? How do               
we   draw   more   people   to   us? 
 
A great leader learns to not only SEE the special gifts within people but also learns how to                  
help people turn people’s gifts and talents into financial gain for that individual and those               
individuals   within   the   overall   network.  
 
A great leader, rather than reinventing the wheel, will leverage systems, tools and             
networks already developed to assist those they lead to see success. The most effective              
system we have seen for doing this is offered through Life Masteries Institute and is the                
Mastermind Partnership system. The weekly curriculum is simple and easy to understand            
and follow. The leaders, mastermind groups and technology is designed to help each             
participant learn how to develop their own BOS - Business Operating System, an engine              
to achieve our full potential, discover and share our story enabling us to achieve our Life                
Vision. 
 
Imagine . . . how much more influence we would have with people if we could empower                 
and equip them earn a lot of money . . . while pursuing their passions in a fun and exciting                    
way. YES . . . we’re talking about helping individuals learn how to earn a lot of money                  
while having fun, using those things we’re passionate about AND having fun all at the               
same   time. 
 
NOTE: There are Pay It Forward scholarships available for those individuals who are in              
need of assistance in getting started. Please connect with the individual / group who              
passed this working paper along to you and/or call 888.230.2300, outside the US             
630.393.9909 and they will put in a good word for you. It pays to be connected /                 
networked.      :-)  
 

   Would   you   like   more   information   on   master   &   monetize? 
   Randy   Eikermann   -    randy@evbllc.com 
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindScholarships.htm 
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   4.   “Influence” 
As we’re learning “influence” is complex and must be earned. To earn influence we must               
be willing to work hard to and master the art of influence which consists of many different                 
areas of understanding people at a deep level and mastermind the art of being a               
disciplined   person,   thinker   and   in   doing,   i.e.   taking   action.  
 
If we think we’re a hard worker, it’s probably time to learn The  NEXT Dimension principle                
and take our willingness to work hard to a whole new level of success. Do we have a hard                   
bound journal? Do we take notes on what we learn? Do we embrace all types of pain in                  
our   lives   and   the   lives   of   others   to   grow   and   appreciate   the   lives   others   have   lead?  
 
Do we want others to do the work for us and feel that we can be lazy as long as we’re                     
smart? Do we seek to have an easy life, living in the delusion, that easy somehow is                 
better than hard and that success is the avoidance of pain rather than learning from pain,                
hurt and disappointment? Think about it . . . often those who have had the most influence                 
. . . have had the greatest pain in life and are able to influence others as a result of their                     
response.  
 

Would   you   like   more   information   on   influence? 
Christopher   Ballenger   -    chris.ballenger.nbdg@gmail.com 
Edward   Kirch   -    ed@edkirch.com 

  
 

www.TheVisionProject.net/CS5_03.htm 
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c.   Disciplined   DOING 
   1.   Based   On   Personality   Masteries 

Each of the 4 / 16 / 32 / 64 / 256 / 65,536 personality types have a way of “DOING” which                      
is both a strength and a weakness. By now, you’ve probably already discovered that this               
is true for everything in all areas of life. Our greatest strengths are our greatest weakness                
and our greatest weakness is just our greater strength misapplied. Learning and            
practicing discipline helps us to achieve our full potential in every area of our life. Become                
certified   in   Personality   Masteries   and   we’ll   change   our   lives.    http://personalitymasteries.com/ 
 

Analytic - We as the analytic personality will tend to “Do” things which require             
thinking, precision and detail. Often the analytic can be a musician or an             
artist as art and music requires not only creativity but also a great deal of               
masteries of a very specific area of focus. The analytic’s challenge in            
“Doing” often come in taking action, in “Doing” when there isn’t data to             
support taking action. The analytic's ego often is the drive to do things             
with perfection to gain the recognition of others for excellence. If things            
can not be done with excellence the analytic will often not even get started.              
This holds us, as analytics back a great deal as it prevents us from              
stretching ourselves and learning from our mistakes.  Discipline for us as           
an analytic is to “Do” / take action quickly and without giving it             
thought. 

 
Driver - We as drivers will tend to “Do” / take action far too quickly at times. We                 

often miss key details and a times run people over in driving things through              
to achieve big goals and / or move quickly with things. We are natural              
disciplined in taking action with tasks but lack discipline as it relates to             
keeping a close eye on the details and the impact on the people.             
Discipline for us as a driver is to have the discipline to slow down              
before doing and give it thought more thought and give greater           
consideration   as   to   how   it   will   impact   the   others. 

 
Assignment 
If we are the Analytic or Driver (more task focused) personality as a primary or secondary then                 
journal how we will work, as a leader to develop greater disciplines in those areas we are weak                  
and   not   allow   our   strengths   to   become   weaknesses   in   areas   of   “Doing”   /   taking   action.  
 
If we don’t have the energy / gifts of the analytic / driver personality then study the above and                   
work with the analytic / driver personality types to gain a better appreciation and personal               
discipline to gain these gifts / talents / skills as well as appreciation those around us in a more                   
effective   manner. 
 
List out in our journal specific actions we will take as a leader to help each person we are                   
leading to learn how to be more self aware and self managed based on their own personality. A                  
big part of leadership is helping those we lead to be more self aware and then equip individuals                  
to   learn   how   to   grow   and   develop   on   their   own. 
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Expressive - We as expressives look busy all the time as we do get a lot               
accomplished. We tend to “Do” things quickly as things which are fun to             
do we just into and quickly work on them as they are fun. Things which               
aren’t fun we as leaders, if we’re disciplined will jump right in and get those               
done as well or delegate them to someone else. Often in “Doing” things             
we will miss some of the smaller, but important details and / or rush              
through things.  Be disciplined to slow down before doing / taking           
action and give it thought more thought, watch the data more closely            
and   work   to   focus   less   on   fun,   energy   and   excitement.  

 
Amiable - Often we as an amiable personality will “Do” / take action to do              

something because we want to please someone / make them happy with            
us rather than doing things that need to be done. This will often work out               
for us but at other times, it will hurt us and those around us. We also often                 
get so caught up with all the people around us, their emotions, thoughts,             
feelings, words, etc. that we don’t “Do” / take action on the critical tasks.              
We also need to be careful not to overly concerned about “strangers” /             
people less close to use which can cause us to “Do” things for others to               
impress them but those who are closest to us, we can take advantage of              
them.  Be disciplined to do things faster. Be disciplined to be less            
concerned about what people will think of us when we “Do” / take             
action   which   may   cause   conflict   in   the   short   term. 

 
Assignment 
If we are the Expressive or Amiable (more focused on people) personality as a primary or                
secondary personality type can journal how we will work, as a leader, to develop greater               
disciplines in those areas we are weak and not allow our strengths to become weaknesses. Be                
more disciplined in our “Doing” of how to focus more on getting the tasks done and less on how                   
to   make   people   happy   and/or   feeling   good   about   ourselves   and   others.  
 
If we don’t have the energy / gifts of the expressive / amiable personality then study the above                  
and work with the expressive / amiable personality types to gain a better appreciation and               
personal discipline to gain these gifts / talents / skills as well as appreciation those around us in                  
a more effective manner. While the amiable and expressive often do have challenges in “Doing”               
/ taking action on the tasks we can learn how to rally people together to buy in and make sure                    
the   tasks   are   completed   to   achieve   our   mutually   agreed   upon   goals. 
 
List out in our journal specific actions we will take as a leader to help each person we are                   
leading to learn how to be more self aware and self managed based on their own personality. A                  
big part of leadership is helping those we lead to be more self aware and then equip individuals                  
to   learn   how   to   grow   and   develop   on   their   own. 
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   2.   “Thankful” 
It’s seems . . . that we live in a society that is not thankful / grateful. A lack of thankfulness                     
produces individuals who have a sense of being entitled. Feeling a sense of entitlement is               
destructive   to   our   vision   as   a   company   /   group,   reduces   productivity   and   overall   profitability.  
 
We will tend to focus on “Getting what I am due.” in the immediate short term and lack the                   
willingness and discipline to make the sacrifices in the short term to achieve anything of               
substance   in   the   long   term.  
 
Being thankful really is a discipline of the “Doing.” It’s being thankful to others when we feel                 
like we are giving more than we are receiving. It’s being thankful for the small things as                 
well as the large things. Work hard to be observant of others and thankful for the insights                 
things   they   have   contributed   to   our   success.  
 
Assignment 
Develop the daily disciplines to take seven minutes a day and write down all that we’re                
thankful for and/or thank seven people for what they have done and / or how they have                 
contributed   to   our   success.  
 
Would   you   like   more   information   on   thankfulness?  
Scott   Allred   -    scallred59@gmail.com 
 
 

   3.   “Lifelong   Learner”   //   “Curious” 
One of the greatest gifts we can give to ourselves or anyone is being disciplined in                
becoming a life long learn. Wendy Moses shared in a mastermind group that she              
discovered   that   that   average   3   and   4   year   old   ask   over   300   questions   a   day.      :-)  
 
Are we curious? Are we a lifelong learner? Are we prideful and tell people rather than                
humber and ask questions? Do we listen at a deep level to spot where people think in a                  
different way than we do and then do we engage them to discover way? With every day                 
are we realizing that the more we know the more we know we don’t know? Are we eager                  
and excited to learn something new, to experience something we’ve never experienced            
before, to try something we were sure wouldn’t work . . . in the hopes that we would be                   
wrong?  
 
Assignment 
In the front of our journal start to write down all the questions we have about life, people,                  
things, situations . . . How many questions do we have? Push ourselves to come up with                 
more   questions.  
 
Would   you   like   more   information   on   being   a   lifelong   learner? 
Paul   Wilson   -    paul@wilsonabq.com 
Tyler   Scannell    tylerscannell10@gmail.com 
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   4.   “DEEP   Listener” 
Why is deep listening so important? What does it take to become a deep listener? Is                
becoming   a   deep   listener   really   something   that   requires   discipline?  
 
What is our Life Vision? What is are true potential? Is deep listening required to achieve                
our   full   potential   and   our   Life   Vision?  
 
Do we desire to double our income and reduce the number of hours we work? Is being                 
disciplined in becoming a deep listener critical to our success in that area and really any                
area   of   our   lives?  
 
It seems that deep listeners are some of the best people at asking questions. Why? Deep                
listening does require a massive amount of discipline to not only hear the words that               
someone is saying, the tone they are saying it in, their personality, our personality, the               
events that surrounded what was said, the goal and intention of the speaker and all the                
other   people   who   are   involved   in   the   conversation,   to   name   a   few   of   the   factors. 
 
If you’re saying “That seems like a lot of work!” probably a good idea to focus on “Working                  
Hard” section. Deep listening may be one of the hardest skills for any personality to               
master. The right questions, asked of the right people, in the right way, at the right time, in                  
the right order, in the right tone, with the right motive and intention creates a magical                
experience that many people may not experience in their lifetime much less on a daily               
basis.  
 
Deep listening pierces the very heart and soul of the individual and helps them to release                
the magic of who they are. When we do that, the magic we posses as a leader blends with                   
the magic of those we are leading and some might even say “It’s not only a magical                 
experience   but   a   spiritual   experience   as   well.”  
 
Would   you   like   more   information   on   being   a   DEEP   Listener? 
Wendy   Moses   -    wendylmoses@gmail.com 
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Misc.   Notes   .   .   .  
 
Mark, as discussed, here's all my notes and thoughts I've got written in my Journal pertaining to the book...                   
They   are   a   wee   bit   on   the   scattered   side!   :P 
 

Title:  Building Stonehenge (while the natives are whacking        
each   other   with   sticks) 
 
Chapter   1:   In   which   we   tell   you   that   you're   special   and   have   great   potential 
 
Vision:   “You   have   to   show   them   they   have   something   to   fish   for 
 
Just   before   Chapter   2,   “ what   I'm   about   to   say   will   be   offensive   to   some” 
Chapter   2:   In   which   we   tell   you   that   you're   not   special,   in   a   fairly   offensive   manner. 
 
And   then   we   explain   why   you   should    not    be   offended   and   what   can   be   a   huge   part   of   the   problem. 
 
The challenge that most people face is their fears, lack of vision, lack of belief, of lack of integrity in the                     
system 
 
Trust   the   process/Rock   Solid 
 
 
“If   your   vision   is   large   enough,   it   has   to   involve   other   people” 
 
 
Chapter   3:   In   which   we   tell   you   that   you're   going   to   have   to   work    hard,   and   how   to   develop   vision 
 
Be   a   producer   not   a   consumer 
 
Culture is bred : Only be overproducing at the lowest levels, can culture afford to “waste” time and resources                  
on higher culture. Scholars and Artisans would starve to death unless they are atop of a large pyramid that                   
produces   far   more   than   it   consumes. 
 
In the same manner, a society can't afford specialization of skills and talent unless the basic needs are well                   
taken care of. A large farm will attract other farmers. Lots of farmers will attract a Blacksmith. A little village will                     
attract a merchant/store. When people are traveling/working in and out of town, then a saloon will spring up, as                   
will a bath house, and railroad. As seen in the West, if the “goldmine” dries up, the town can become a ghost                      
town   as   people   move   on. 
 
Entitlement – it isn't free, get rich quick never works, only patient work and vision will help you realize your                    
goals 
 
Feel Good Society: “we have a culture in which the individual is more important than the whole/community and                  
is needlessly obsessed with themselves above all else. They continuously chase the next “high” or hit of                 
feel-good   (shares   commonality   with   addicts/addiction) 
 
Narcissism,   highlighted   by   modern   technology   that   makes   it   easy   to   be   the   center   of   your   own   universe 
 
Why   do   people   become   so   closed   minded? 
 
Walls   of   Opportunity 
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Break   through   dimensions   quickly   and   flawlessly 
 
Chapter   4:   In   which   we   tell   you   that   you'll   have   a   long   wait   to   realize   your   goals 
 
(delayed   gratification) 
 
 
Chapter   5:   In   which   was   we   tell   you   that   you're   going   to   have   to   work    smarter    not   harder 
 
3 for 1 principle, networking, using groups\people to realize your goals, but in a fashion that allows them to                   
realize   their   own   goals   while   helping   you   realize   your   own 
Everything   you   do   is   connected   to   everything   else 
 
Your   bowl   will   be   fullest   when   you   pour   it   into   other   people 
 
High   Caliber   people    To   “listen”   to   them,   you   need   to    seek   out    what   they   need   from   you 
 
Control   Freak    Someone   that   doesn't   like   to   leave   things   to   chance. 
Focus   on   the   good   things   they   have   done 
Focus   on   letting   someone   else   have   the   last   word 
 
Force   Continuum    People   seek   to   match   +1   in   order   to   stay   in   charge   of   a   situation,   which   can   easily   escalate. 
 
Be   the   Human   Pacifier 
 
Passive personalities struggle to get their point across and can get easily hurt, which makes them prone to                  
losing   effective   communication 
 
In   order   to   be   an    Effective    communicator,   you   have   to   be   an   assertive   communicator. 
 
in   order   to   be   assertive,   you   have   to   be   persuasive... 
 
To   be   assertive   you   have   to   be   confident   and   forceful   without   being   aggressive 
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